Cryptic No. 4
Set by Tino

Across
1  Alarm as hate group infiltrated by signs of affection  (6)
4  One relation of the underworld god  (4)
8  Switchboard for (e.g.) stomach, heart?  (5, 6)
9  Hat fancier is all male? We’ve heard the opposite  (7, 3)
11 Left agitate in backward kingdom, leading to welfare’s ultimate spread  (10)
13 During arrest, drill the Italian as permitted by law  (11)
14 Glean an essential meaning from Jesus’ sacrifice  (4)
15 To throw off hounds, go this way and you’ll leave a less obvious trail  (6)

Down
1  An oddity that’s enjoyed in between cocktails  (4)
2  A winning ticket is a delightful way through a predicament  (1, 6, 4)
3  Slippery goalie maneuvered with presence of mind  (10)
5  Appeases 4’s jealous brother with a bellyful of stewed “wittles”  (7, 4)
6  People are often heard to say yes to this hack (a fringe phenomenon, perhaps?)  (6)
7  Top officer gave up peculiar religious habit  (6, 4)
10 Decapitation of adversary induced vomiting  (6)
12 Partnership in steady advance  (4)